MAKING AI WORK FOR IT
SERVICE MANAGEMENT
Debunking AI myths
and AI success stories
AI technologies are rapidly emerging as a
game changer in modernizing ITSM practices.
But all the hype surrounding AI lends itself
to several inaccuracies and misconceptions.
It’s time we separate the myth from reality.
Here's how you can leverage Freshservice
to flip the switch on your ITSM strategy.

MYTH 1:
BUILDING AI IS
VERY EXPENSIVE
Technology buyers think
that building AI systems
will consume most of their
IT budgets and their time
and resources.

REALITY: FRESHSERVICE OFFERS PRE-BUILT
AI CAPABILITIES IN SUBSCRIPTION PLANS
A growing number of software tools today have built -in AI technology that business
users can easily adopt and use. Organizations do not need to spend vast amounts
of money on building these tools from scratch. Reality is AI has the potential to
improve revenue by improving customer and employee experiences. AI enabled
tools can analyze huge data sets more quickly, provide early warnings for upcoming
issues and augment human decision making with relevant and meaningful business
insight. Many of these products enable users to take advantage of advanced AI
capabilities without having to build anything. Let’s take an example of Freshservice,
our customers can use our AI capabilities as part of their subscription service.

In a recent IDG study
40% of respondents
(IT executives)
cited cost of
implementation as
one of the challenges
to deploying AI.
DOWNLOAD REPORT

Watch how TaylorMade Golf provided the
best possible experience to their employees
by implementing Freshservice Virtual Agent.

MYTH 2:
INTEGRATING AI IS
A COMPLEX TASK
If building an AI system is
difficult, many technology
buyers believe, integrating
AI into other systems is far
more complicated. They
often have questions on
the number and breadth of
pre-built integrations.

REALITY: FRESHSERVICE ENABLES
AI CAPABILITIES IN A FEW MINUTES
If you choose the right AI vendor, integration is never a challenge. While some vendor
platforms require advanced coding and scripting skills to integrate with existing
systems, there are many who offer low/no code setup and can quickly integrate with
the most common business applications. Vendors, today, predominantly offer Outof-the-box capabilities/workflows and common IT plug-ins. Modern vendors help you
quickly integrate AI solutions with existing systems and. You can start reaping the
benefits of AI on day one. Let's take an example of AI capabilities in Freshservice, in
most cases, you can enable AI capabilities in a few minutes.
“The promise of AI/ML capabilities and
advanced analytics across multiple modules
is an exciting future to be a part of.”
MATTHEW HIGGINS

Senior Director Operations, Elsevier
READ CASE STUDY

The IDG study reveals
40% of respondents
are concerned about AI
integration with legacy
systems and it’s no
surprise that ease of
integration tops the list
of pre-requisites for an
AI solution.
DOWNLOAD REPORT

MYTH 3:
YOU NEED PhDs
TO SUCCESSFULLY
IMPLEMENT AI
Many organizations are under
the impression that you need a
large number of data scientists
and people with advanced
degrees in machine learning
to successfully implement AI
projects for quick results.

REALITY:
FRESHSERVICE OFFERS
OUT-OF-THE-BOX AI CAPABILITIES
What companies need, for AI success, is a right platform,
robust data foundation, and a strong data culture. Successful AI
implementations require a solid data foundation. Most AI projects
fail due to the lack of standard, high quality and relevant data sets.
In fact, incomplete and inconsistent data is a greater barrier to
success with AI than the lack of skilled data professionals. Let’s
take an example of AI capabilities in Freshservice which is powered
by Freddy. Freddy’s skills are out-of-the-box, constantly-evolving AI
capabilities that include smart automation and recommendations,
deep-data insights, and intent-driven conversation bots that help
you quickly get started and see instant results.
REQUEST DEMO

Hey,
I'm
Freddy

MYTH 4:
TRAINING AI
MODEL TAKES
A LOT OF TIME
A commonly touted myth
is that you need a lot of
time and resources to train
your AI models and make
it work for your use cases.

REALITY: FRESHSERVICE MODEL
IS PRE-TRAINED UPTO 100K DATA
POINTS RELEVANT TO ITSM
Today, you can buy/use pre-trained AI models off the shelf.
Even if you decide to build a new model, with modern machine
learning, there is the luxury of computer systems that
automatically learn and improve without much programming
by humans. You can pretty much get started on your AI projects
in 3 easy steps – training with your data sets, validating and
testing. If you have the right data sets, hardware(computing
power) that can handle your data volume and machine learning
software for training your models in place you have a head
start. In leading products like Freshservice , most AI capabilities
come pre-trained so you can start using them quickly.
BOOK MEETING

MYTH 5:
AI QUALITY
DEGRADES
OVER TIME
Another common myth is
that AI models are much
more accurate when you
build them, but they
degrade rapidly over time.

REALITY: FRESHSERVICE AI
SOLUTIONS GET SIGNIFICANTLY
BETTER OVER TIME
While AI maintenance can be a problem, most successful AI deployments get
significantly better over time. Simple techniques like enabling a user to provide
feedback when AI fails can help AI developers identify areas of improvement. Let us
take the example of the Virtual Agent in Freshservice. When it doesn't answer the
query accurately, users can provide this feedback with a single click. This is extremely
useful for AI developers who can investigate the cause and make adjustments.
With advancements in AI technologies, new capabilities are constantly added to AI
models to make them more sophisticated. We see how chatbots today are adept at
understanding natural language and identifying intent leading to improvements in
deflection rate. Or how AI models are getting more accurate in predicting fields or
identifying similar incidents from the past to help make agents more productive.
All this, while we are just getting started with what's possible with AI!
TRY FRESHSERVICE VIRTUAL AGENT

AI HAS MOVED OUT
OF THE LAB AND IS
FINDING ITS WAY INTO
OUR WORKPLACES.

93% of respondents in the IDG study
reported, they were already deploying or
exploring AI to enhance their ITSM and ITOM
modernization efforts. Contrary to popular
belief implementing AI can be easy, inexpensive
and uncomplicated for companies of all sizes.
AI is not mere automation but augmentation.It’s
time for organizations to consider the potential
impact of the technology and determine how it
can be applied to complement human effort.

THE MAKING OF
FUTURE-READY
ENTERPRISES

A broad enthusiasm for Artificial Intelligence is already
evidenced by the technology’s adoption within many
organizations. A global IDG survey, sponsored by
Freshworks, revealed, 93% of respondents have already
deployed or started to explore AI to augment their ITSM
and ITOM modernization efforts.
Important as it is to embrace new trends and
technologies, it is equally important to choose the right
tools, for successful IT transformation. In this report, we
look at two enterprises that modernized their service desk
operations with AI-powered solutions from Freshservice.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN ACHIEVES
94.57% CSAT WITH FRESHSERVICE
About University of Aberdeen
Founded in 1495, the University of Aberdeen is a public research
university in Aberdeen, Scotland. The University’s IT team, with 180
members across four divisions, is tasked with making sure their wired
and wireless networks, server infrastructure, IT classrooms, audiovisual media services, and software and hardware assets are properly
managed and supported on time.

“We’ve been delighted
with Freshservice and are

Before

After
84 canned responses were

Limited resources to support
customer requests during peak
cycles in the academic year

templated within the first couple
of months of use to quickly insert

by poor ticket management

them. And we haven’t even
mentioned the increasing
amount of machine learning

the pre-formatted responses

and AI that has started to

into the messages to reduce the

bear fruit with Freshservice.”

workload on their IT agents
Delay in resolution time caused

proud to be partners with

Average resolution time
has come down by 81% after
launching Freshservice

SLA performance affected

481 tickets were deflected with

due to time spent opening

Freshservice’s robust “Thank you”

unnecessary tickets

detector – Freddy

Required manual effort to append

105 working days saved just by

each update into the main ticket

using the auto-appending replies

thread for future context

to 27,301 tickets

Iain Cameron
User Services Manager,
The University of Aberdeen

TAYLORMADE CUTS RESPONSE TIMES IN HALF
DESPITE A 250% INCREASE IN TICKET VOLUME
About TaylorMade
TaylorMade is one of the largest American manufacturers of golf
clubs, bags, and accessories. Like many large manufacturing and retail
companies, TaylorMade decided to shift much of its environment to
the cloud.
That decision to consolidate all their ITSM services was stress-tested
due to the stay-at-home policies related to the pandemic. Since late
2019, TaylorMade’s IT department experienced a 150% increase in

“We feel very happy that
we decided to go with

queries. Thanks to Freshworks’ Freshservice, they were able to redirect

Freshservice, the process

many of these user queries to the self-service portal, decreasing

from sales to onboarding

response time and increasing their employee satisfaction ratings.

Before

After
Response times cut by 50%

150% increase in IT queries

despite a 250% increase in
ticket volume

SLAs at 60% efficiency

Manual and repetitive
workflows eating into the
company’s budget

SLAs improved to
90% efficiency
100% automation achieved
by automating workflows like
password resets and handingoff queries.

was nothing but a great
experience. But the standout
feature of Freshservice was
its ability to do everything in
a single tool.”
Ali Chitsaz
Senior Manager of
Client Experience,
TaylorMade

